The notion of sum-matroid, which generalizes the notions of both matroid and q-matroid, is introduced. Generalized weights are defined for sum-matroids and we prove a Wei-type duality theorem involving generalized weights of a sum-matroid and its dual. We further establish a connection between the theory of sum-rank metric codes and that of sum-matroids by associating a sum-matroid to a given sumrank metric code. It is shown that the results on sum-matroids recover those of sum-rank metric codes studied by Martínez-Peñas. *
Introduction
Matroid theory was originally introduced to study the abstraction of linear independences in vector spaces. Now, the extensively developed theory of matroid connects various fields in mathematics, pure and applied, e.g., combinatorial geometry, graph theory, linear algebra, commutative algebra and projective geometry. Recently, matroid theory has been used to study linear codes with Hamming metric and their parameters [2, 15] . Moreover, a different metric, called rank metric [7, 3, 35] , on linear codes has gained a wide interest in the community for its application in network coding and cryptography [17, 18] . The q-analogue of matroids has been introduced by Jurrius and Pellikaan [16] and their theory also generalizes results in the theory of rank metric codes in analogy with the relation between classical matroids and linear Hamming metric codes. Along this line, some more connections have been established in [1, 14, 10, 8] . Recently, a new metric, called sumrank metric, is extensively studied in [23, 22] . This metric was implicitly considered in earlier work [5, 20] for use in space-time coding. Constructions of sum rank metric codes are described in [28, 26, 29, 25] . In fact, sum-rank metric is a common generalization of the Hamming and the rank metrics. It is natural to ask if the sum-rank metirc has an analogue in the context of matroids. Further, it is natural to expect that such an analogue should be a common generalization of the notions of a matroid and a q-matroid. In particular we want to generalize both the matroid and q-matroid into a more general combinatorial structure.
In this paper we answer these questions by introducing the notion of a sum-matroid. We define the generalized weights for any sum-matroids, and this generalizes the notion introduced by [22] of generalized sum-rank weights for sum-rank metric codes. We prove monotonicity and duality which recovers the respective results for matroid and q-matroid. A characterization of maximum sum-rank distance (MSRD) codes is also given and we show that they correspond to the uniform sum-matroid and vice-versa. Thus the theory presented here appears to unify the theories of matroids and q-matroids and in particular, linear codes with respect to Hamming metric and rank metric.
The paper is organized as follows. In the beginning of Section 2, we recall the basic notions of linear codes with Hamming metric and rank metric. Then we mention the fundamental results regarding generalized weights of a linear code with the aforementioned metrics. In the latter half of this section, we recall the notion of matroid and q-matroid, and briefly discuss the interplay between codes and associated (q-)matroids. In Section 3, we start with a brief review of the theory of sum-rank metric codes. Then we introduce the notion of sum-matroid and construct a sum-matroid from a sum-rank metric code. The last part of this section deals with the generalized weights, duality of sum-matroid and most importantly, all these recover the existing results for sum-rank metric code. Finally, in Section 4, we conclude by mentioning some further directions for studying sum-matroids.
Matroids and q-matroids
We start this section by giving a brief review of the notions of linear codes. In this section, we treat all linear codes as vector spaces over a given field in generality, i.e. we specify the distances only when it is needed. Later in this section, we will mainly focus on (q-)matroids coming from linear codes.
Linear codes
Definition 1. Let F be a finite field. A linear code C over F is an F-linear subspace of F n . If C has dimension k as a subspace of F n , we denote it as an [n, k] code.
From now on, when we write "code" over F, we mean "linear code" over F. A subcode D of C is simply a subspace of C.
Let N 0 be the set of nonnegative integers. We give a notion of distance to a linear code by defining a map d : F n × F n −→ N 0 such that d gives a metric. This map d can be defined in various ways but in this section we restrict ourselves to the following metrics. Assume x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and y = (y 1 , . . . , y n ) with x i , y i ∈ F for i = 1, . . . , n.
• Let F = F q and define d H (x, y) := |{i :
• Let F q m /F q be a finite extension of degree m and let F = F q m . Define
It is easy to see that the maps d H and d R are metrics and these are named Hamming metric and rank metric, respectively. The codes embedded with these metrics are called Hamming metric codes over F q and rank metric codes over F q m /F q , respectively. The notion of Hamming metric goes back to [11] . For more information on the theory of Hamming metric codes, one can have a look at [21] . Rank metric codes on the other side were discovered independently by Delsarte [3] and Gabidulin [7] . The aforementioned papers contains information on rank metric codes.
A matrix G with entries in F is called a generator matrix of C if its rows form a basis of the linear code C. The orthogonal complement of C in F n is called the dual code of C, denoted by C ⊥ . A generator matrix of C ⊥ is called a parity check matrix of C.
Generalized weights
Generalized weights were investigated by Wei in [40] as parameters which characterize the performance of Hamming metric codes when they are used in cryptography, more precisely in secret sharing. Afterwards, a lot of studies of many classes of linear codes were done [6, 12, 39] . Due to the analogy between Hamming metric and rank metric codes, it is also possible to use rank metric codes for secret sharing [30, 19] . Hence the generalized weights for rank metric codes were also extensively studied [30, 19, 4, 32] , and this was also done in the more general setting of matrix rank metric codes [18, 33, 34, 24, 8] .
In this section, we need to treat Hamming and rank metric codes separately.
First suppose F = F q . Let C be an [n, k] code. For a subcode D ⊆ C, define the support of D as
Initially, the generalized weights for Hamming metric codes were defined using support [40] . Later, there were many equivalent definition [39] . We only give a definition using the support of subcodes.
The integer d H,h (C) is called the h-th generalized Hamming weight or h-th higher weight of C. We call d H,1 (C) to be the minimum distance of C. For an [n, k] q -code C the sequence (d H,1 , . . . , d H,k ) is called the weight hierarchy of C. Now we consider a finite extension F q m /F q and let F = F q m . Fix an ordered basis Γ = {γ 1 , . . . , γ m } of F/F q . For a vector x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ F n q m , we define the matrix Γ(x) as the m×n matrix where the i-th column consists of (λ 1,i , . . . , λ m,i ), where x i = m j=1 λ j,i γ j . The m × n matrix Γ(x) with entries in F q is called the coordinate matrix of x with respect to the ordered basis Γ.
a rank metric code, and let Γ be a basis of F
A definition of the generalized weights for vector rank metric codes was given by Kurihara, Matsumoto, and Uyematsu in [18] . We follow this approach but there are also many definitions of generalized weights for rank metric codes [33, 30, 34] which turn out to be essentially equivalent to next definition. Let φ : F n q m −→ F n q m be the q-Frobenius endomorphism.
Then d R,h (C) is called the h-th generalized rank weight or h-th higher rank weights of C. As usual, d R,1 (C) is called the minimum rank distance of C.
Given a metric d on an [n, k] linear code C, if (d 1 , . . . , d k ) are the corresponding generalized weights, then the d i 's satisfy the following properties.
Proof. For a proof for the Hamming metric case, one can have a look at [40] . For the rank metric code, it can be found in [19] .
If h is the smallest integer such that we have an equality in Equation 1, then the code is called h-MDS (resp. h-MRD) for Hamming (resp. rank) metric.
When h = 1, the bound in the previous theorem is called the Singleton bound. There the statement was originally given in [37] and [3, 7] . In this case, when a Hamming (resp. rank) metric code satisfies the equality in the Singleton bound then it is called a maximum distance separable -MDS (resp. maximum rank distance -MRD) code. Such codes are very important due to the fact that they are optimal in the sense that they have the largest size when the base fields, length, and minimum distance of the code are fixed. For more about the properties of these class of codes, one can have a look at [21, 3, 7, 13, 27] .
The following theorems give a characterization of these codes. The next theorem is regarding Hamming metric codes. For rank metric codes, the characterization is stated as follows. Theorem 7 ([7] ). Let G be a generator matrix of an [n, k] rank metric code C over the extension F q m /F q . Then C is MRD if and only if every product of matrices GM is invertible for any n × k matrices M of rank k over F q .
A very simple consequence of these statements is the fact that C is MDS (resp. MRD) if and only if C ⊥ is MDS (resp. MRD). Now, we give some properties of linear codes which interest us most. The statements hold for both the Hamming and rank metric codes.
Proof. For Hamming metric codes, a proof can be found in [40] . For rank metric codes, one can have a look at [19] .
denote the weight hierarchies of C and C ⊥ , respectively. Then
Matroid
As we have mentioned in the introduction, matroid theory was introduced to study the properties of linear independences. As the notion of minimum distance is closely related to the linear independence of the columns of the parity check matrix of the code, it is natural to consider matroids as generalization of linear codes. Matroid can be defined via different equivalent notions. However, in this paper, we mainly use the definition using rank functions. Furthermore, we only consider finite matroids although many results are also true for infinite matroids [31] .
, where E is a finite set, usually taken as [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} and ρ is an integer-valued function, called the rank function, defined on the elements of 2 E , the power set of E, such that for all elements U, V ∈ 2 E ,
Let M = (E, ρ) be a matroid and U be an element of 2 E . If ρ(U) = |U|, we call U an independent set. If not, U is called dependent. If U is independent and ρ(U) = ρ(E), we call U a basis. The rank of M is denoted by ρ(M) and is defined to be ρ(E).
Definition 11. For a matroid M = (E, ρ), the nullity function η is the function defined by η(U) = |U| − ρ(U), for all U ∈ 2 E . One way to construct a matroid is the following. Suppose that G ∈ F k×n q is a matrix of rank k ≤ n over F q . For a subset U of E = [n], define the matrix G U to be the matrix where the columns are those of G indexed by U. Then we can define a matroid
Matroids arising from such construction are called representable matroids. Of course there are matroids which are not representable, i.e. it cannot be constructed from a matrix, even if we allow arbitrary fields. See for example the Vámos matroid V 8 [31] .
The above construction can be used to associate a matroid to a linear code.
Definition 12. Let C be an [n, k] linear code with parity check matrix H. The matroid corresponding to the code C is the matroid M C := M H of rank n − k.
The notion of dual matroids relates to the notion of dual codes in the following way. 15] ). Let C be a linear codes and let M C be its corresponding matroid. Then the matroid
In the same way, many properties of linear codes can be extended to the matroids. For instance, we can extend the notion of generalized Hamming weights to matroids [2, 15] . 
It is not difficult to see that the generalized weights of a matroid corresponding to a linear code and the generalized weights of the code itself coincide. A natural question is therefore to ask if the properties of generalized weights of linear codes extend to those of matroids. The following theorems give an answer to this question.
Proposition 16 (Monotonicity, [15] ). Let E = [n] and let M = (E, ρ) be a matroid of rank k, the generalized weights of M satisfy
Theorem 17 (Wei duality, [15] ).
denote the generalized weights of M and M * , respectively. Then
Finally we give the equivalent notion of maximum distance separable codes for matroids.
Definition 18. Let k and n be nonnegative integers such that k ≤ n. The uniform matroid U n,k is the matroid (E, ρ) on the n-element set E = [n] such that
Proposition 19 ([38] ). If C is an [n, k] maximum distance separable code, then M C is the uniform matroid U n,k . Conversely, any uniform matroid can be constructed as the matroid corresponding to a maximum distance separable code.
q-Matroid
Now, we move to the q-analogue of the notions in the previous section. The notion of q-matroid has been explored by Jurrius and Pellikaan in [16] . Different cryptomorphisms were used to define q-matroid but we will restrict ourselves to the definition involving rank function. Furthermore, the notion of q-matroid was generalized into polymatroid [10, 9, 36] and even demipolymatroid [8] . However, we only consider q-matroids as they are the ones related to the notion of linear rank metric codes in the previous sections. But the q-matroids are defined on more general vector spaces. However, for simplicity we only consider q-matroids on F n q . In this section, we set E = F n q .
and ρ is an integer-valued function, called the rank function, defined on the elements of P(E), the F q -subspaces of E, such that for all elements U, V ∈ P(E),
Given a q-matroid M = (E, ρ), the notion of independent subspaces and basis are defined similarly as in the matroid case. The rank of M is denoted by ρ(M) and is defined to be ρ(E).
We can also construct q-matroids using a matrix or more precisely using a rank metric codes. The following construction is from [16] .
Let C ⊂ F n q m be a linear rank metric code. For an F q -linear subspace U of F n q , we define
It is clear that C(U) is an F q -linear subspace, but in fact it is also an F q m -linear subspace. Suppose that dim Fq U = t and a generator matrix of U is given by Y. We define a map π U :
Theorem 22 ([16] ). Let C be a linear rank metric code of rank k over F q m /F q , and let E = F n q . The rank function ρ C constructed previously defines a q-
The notion of dual q-matroid is also naturally defined as follows.
A proof of the following proposition can be found in [16] .
Proposition 24. Let C be a linear rank metric code over F q m /F q and let M C be its corresponding matroid. Then the matroid M C ⊥ is the dual of M C i.e. M C ⊥ = M * C . Now, we look at some parameters of q-matroids which generalize those of rank metric codes.
Similarly to the classical matroid, these generalize the notion of generalized weights on rank metric codes and the above definition can be traced to [8] . Though in [8] , they have defined generalized weights of (q, m)polymatroids which corresponds to (matrix) rank metric codes. But as we know any vector rank metric code can be seen also as a (matrix) rank metric code, generalized weights of q-matroids are just particular cases of (q, m)polymatroids. We will consider this conversion whenever we mention results from [8] .
Theorem 26 ([8] ). Let C be an [n, k] rank metric code over F q m /F q and let M C be its corresponding q-matroid. Then d R i (M C ) = d R,i (C). Now, we state the properties of the generalized weights of q-matroids.
Theorem 27 (Monotonicity, [8] ). Let E = F n q and let M = (E, ρ) be a qmatroid of rank k, the generalized weights of M satisfy 1 ≤ d 1 < d 2 < · · · < d k ≤ n.
Theorem 28 (Wei duality, [8] ). Let E = F n q and let M = (E, ρ) be a matroid of rank k. Let (d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d k ) and (d ⊥ 1 , d ⊥ 2 , . . . , d ⊥ n−k ) denote the generalized weights of M and M * , respectively. Then
Finally it is natural to ask for the generalization of MRD codes to matroids.
Definition 29. Let k and n be nonnegative integers such that k ≤ n. The uniform q-matroid U n,k is the matroid (E, ρ) on the F q -subspace of E = F q such that
The following proposition is clear from definition.
Proposition 30. If C is an [n, k] maximum rank distance code, then M C is the uniform q-matroid U n,k . Conversely, any uniform q-matroid can be constructed from a maximum rank distance code.
3 Sum-matroid
Sum-rank metric codes
We review the sum-rank metric codes defined by Martínez-Peñas [22] , which generalizes both the classical linear codes and the rank metric codes. Fix positive integers ℓ, m 1 , . . . , m ℓ and n 1 , . . . , n ℓ . Let F be a field and K i for i = 1, . . . , ℓ are subfields of F such that the degree of the extension F/
n i . Unless otherwise stated, we always keep this setting for the remaining part of this section. Now, fix ordered bases Γ i = {α
Recall the definition of coordinate matrix which we have seen earlier in the second section: for a basis Γ i of F over K i and a vector c (i) ∈ F n i , Γ i (c (i) ) is the m i × n i matrix over K i , where each entry of c (i) is expanded into a column of Γ i (c (i) ).
Definition 31. Let c = (c (1) , . . . , c (ℓ) ) ∈ F n , where c (i) ∈ F n i , for i = 1, . . . , ℓ. The sum-rank weight of c ∈ F n is defined as
Define the sum-rank metric d SR : F n ×F n → N 0 as d SR (x, y) = srank(x−y), for x, y ∈ F n . Remark 32. In the above definition, the sum-rank weight of an element in F n is independent of the choice of basis of F over K i , for each i = 1, . . . , ℓ.
Remark 33. Note that if we take n i = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , ℓ, then we recover the Hamming metric on F n . Also if we consider ℓ = 1, then the sum-rank metric reduces to the rank metric. This way it becomes the generalization of both the Hamming metric and the rank metric [22] . Now we are ready to define sum-rank metric codes. Definition 34. With the above setting, an F-linear subspace C of dimension k of F n endowed with the sum-rank metric is called an [n, k; n 1 , . . . , n ℓ ] sumrank metric code over (F : K 1 , . . . , K ℓ ). Definition 35. Suppose K = (K 1 , . . . , K ℓ ) and n = (n 1 , . . . , n ℓ ), where K i and n i are as before. We define the cartesian product lattice
where P(K n i i ) is the lattice of K i -linear vector subspaces of K n i i , for all i = 1, . . . , ℓ.
Notice that elements of P(K n ) are not subspaces, they are tuple of subspaces. This set forms a lattice as a partially ordered set with inclusion defined as follows. We also include other basic operations that we will use later. Most of the notions mentioned here were defined in [22] , we borrow their notations as well.
Definition 36. Fix L = (L 1 , . . . , L ℓ ) and L ′ = (L ′ 1 , . . . , L ′ ℓ ) in P(K n ). We define:
(2) L ⊆ L ′ if, and only if, L i ⊆ L ′ i , for all i = 1, . . . , ℓ.
1 , . . . , K n ℓ ℓ ) and 0 = (0, . . . , 0).
Before giving the definition of the generalized weights of sum-rank metric codes, we give the notion of support of a vector. Definition 37. Let c = (c (1) , . . . , c (ℓ) ) ∈ F n , where c (i) ∈ F n i , for i = 1, . . . , ℓ. The sum-rank support of c ∈ F n is defined as the ℓ-tuple
where L i is the K i -linear row space of Γ i (c (i) ) for i = 1, . . . , ℓ.
Remark 38. The row space of Γ i (c (i) ), i.e. Row(Γ i (c (i) )) is independent of the choice of basis of F over K i . Moreover, it follows that
Definition 39. Given an F-linear subspace D ⊂ F n , its sum-rank support is defined as supp(D) = c∈D supp(c) ∈ P(K n ).
Define the sum-rank weight of D as wt SR (D) = Rk(supp(D)).
Definition 40. Let L ∈ P(K n ). The sum-rank support space in F n associated to L is defined as the vector space
Note that V L is an F-linear subspace of F n .
Definition 41. Let C be a k-dimensional sum-rank metric code in F n . We define the r-th generalized sum-rank weight as For r = 1 we denote d SR,1 (C) by d SR (C) or d, when there is no ambiguity and as usual this is the minimum distance of C. In this case we describe the code as [n, k, d; n 1 , . . . , n ℓ ] sum-rank metric code.
Definition 42. A linear code C ⊆ F n is called maximum sum-rank distance code (MSRD) if d SR (C) = n − dim(C) + 1.
Definition 43. Given a k-dimensional linear code C ⊆ F n , we define its MSRD rank as the minimum integer r = 1, . . . , k such that d SR,r (C) = n − k + r, if such an r exists. In such a case we say that C is an r-MSRD code.
The following theorem is a characterization of MSRD codes. It can be seen as a generalization of Theorems 6 and 7.
Theorem 44. Let C be an [n, k, d; n 1 , . . . , n ℓ ] sum-rank metric code with generator matrix G over (F; K 1 , . . . , K ℓ ). C is MSRD if and only if GA is invertible for any n × k matrix A of rank k such that A = diag(A 1 , . . . , A ℓ ) where each A i is an n i × k i matrix over K i , k i ≤ n i , and ℓ i=1 k i = k.
Proof. Assume that C is MSRD. Let A = diag(A 1 , . . . , A ℓ ) with the properties stated in the theorem. Consider the F-linear map
It is enough to show that this map is injective. Assume that xGA = 0. Thus (xG)A = 0. Notice that xG is a codeword of C and write it as xG = (c (1) , . . . , c (ℓ) ). Hence c (i) A i = 0 for i = 1, . . . , ℓ. This implies that rank K i (Γ i (c (i) )) ≤ n i −k i . Taking the sum we get srank(xG) ≤ n−k. Since xG is a codeword of C and C has minimum distance n − k + 1, then xG must be the zero codeword and thus x itself is the zero vector. Therefore our map is injective which implies that GA is invertible. Conversely, suppose that GA is invertible for any n × k matrix A with the properties in the theorem. Let C be a codeword of C. If c ∈ C has sum rank smaller than n − k + 1 then assume that c = (c (1) , . . . , c (ℓ) ) such that
≥ k columns and also of rank u. We just need to select k columns from this matrix to construct a matrix A ′ of rank k such that cA ′ = 0. As a codeword of C, c can be written as xG and therefore xGA ′ = 0 and therefore we have a contradiction with GA ′ being invertible.
Sum-matroid
In this section we introduce the notion of sum-matroid. Let F, K 1 , . . . , K ℓ be as in the previous section, i.e. F be a field having subfields K 1 , . . . , K ℓ with [F : K i ] = m i and we have positive integers n i , for i = 1, . . . , ℓ. We define K n = (K n 1 1 , . . . , K n ℓ ℓ ). Let n = ℓ i=1 n i and P(K n ) denotes the cartesian product of lattices of subspaces.
Definition 45. A sum-matroid M is a pair (K n , ρ), where ρ is an integervalued function, called the sum-rank function, defined on the elements of P(K n ), the cartesian product of lattices such that for all elements L, L ′ ∈ P(K n )
(2) If L ⊆ L ′ , then ρ(L) ≤ ρ(L ′ ),
Definition 46. Let M = (K n , ρ) be a sum-matroid and L be an element of P(K n ). If ρ(L) = Rk(L), we call L an independent set. If not, L is called dependent. If L is independent and ρ(L) = ρ(K n ), we call L a basis. The sum-rank of M is denoted by ρ(M) and is equal to ρ(K n ).
Definition 47. Let ρ be the rank function of a sum-matroid M on P(K n ). The dual sum-matroid M * of M is the sum-matroid on P(K n ) defined by the rank function
Remark 48. As in the case of sum-rank metric codes, being a generalization of both the Hamming and rank metric codes, we also see that sum-matroid is a generalization of both the notions of matroid and q-matroid. Namely, taking ℓ = 1, we have a q-matroid whereas when n i = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, we recover the notion of matroid.
Sum-matroid from sum-rank metric code
Here we give a construction of a sum-matroid corresponding to a sum-rank metric code C. We also establish that the sum-matroid associated to the dual code C ⊥ coincides with the dual of the sum-matroid. For this, we consider some subspaces of a given sum-rank metric code C ⊆ F n corresponding to each element L of P(K n ) as follows.
Definition 49. Let C ⊆ F n be an F-linear subspace and L ∈ P(K n ). We define:
The following lemma gives a characterization of C(L).
Lemma 50. Let C be an F-linear code of length n and L ∈ P(K n ). Finally C(L) is an F-linear subspace of F n follows from the observation that
From the above lemma we have an alternative description for C(L) as C(L) = {c ∈ C : c · y = 0 for all y ∈ L}.
Let C be an F-linear code of length n and let L = (L 1 , . . . , L ℓ ) be an element of P(K n ) of rank N with dim K i (L i ) = N i , for all i = 1, . . . , ℓ so that N = N 1 + · · · + N ℓ . Let A i ∈ M N i ×n i (K i ) be a generator matrix of L i , for all i = 1, . . . , ℓ and A = diag(A 1 , . . . , A ℓ ). Define the map
Definition 51. Let C ⊆ F n be an F-linear subspace and L ∈ P(K n ). We define:
Proposition 52. Let C be an F-linear code of length n and dimension k. Let L = (L 1 , . . . , L ℓ ) ∈ P(K n ) of rank N with dim K i (L i ) = N i for all i = 1, . . . , ℓ, so that N = N 1 + · · · + N ℓ . Let A i ∈ M N i ×n i (K i ) be a generator matrix of L i for all i = 1, . . . , ℓ, and A = diag(A 1 , . . . , A ℓ ). Then Π L is an F-linear map and C L is an F-linear code of length N and its dimension does not depend on the choice of generator matrices of L i for all i. Furthermore we have an exact sequence of vector spaces over the field F,
Proof. The map Π L is defined by a matrix with entries in F. Therefore, it is F-linear. The image of C under Π L is C L . Hence C L is an F-linear code. If G is a generator matrix of C, then note that C L is the row space of GA T and the dimension of C L is equal to rank of GA T . If G ′ is another generator matrix of C and A ′ i is another generator matrix of L i , for all i = 1, . . . , ℓ, then there exist E ∈ GL k (F) and B i ∈ GL N i (K i ), for each i = 1, . . . , ℓ such that G ′ = EG and
and E and B T are invertible. Hence G ′ (A ′ ) T and GA T have the same rank. Therefore the dimension of C L does not depend on the choice of basis.
The inclusion map C(L) −→ C is injective and the map Π L : C −→ C L is surjective, both by definition. Furthermore ker(Π L ) ∩ C = {c ∈ C : c · y = 0 for all y ∈ L}, which is equal to C L by Lemma 50. Hence the given sequence is exact.
Definition 53. Let C be an F-linear code of length n and L ∈ P(K n ). Define η C (L) = dim F (C(L)) and ρ C (L) = dim F (C L ).
Corollary 54. Let C be an F-linear code of length n and dimension k and L ∈ P(K n ). Then η C (L) + ρ C (L) = k.
Proof. Directly follows from Proposition 52. Now we will show that there is a sum-matroid associated to a sum-rank metric code.
Theorem 55. Let C be an F-linear code of length n and dimension k, E = K n and ρ C be the function from Definition 53. Then (E, ρ C ) is a sum-matroid.
Proof. First of all it is clear that ρ C is an non-negative integer valued function defined on E. We need to show that ρ C satisfies the properties (1), (2), (3) from Definition 45. Let L, L ′ ∈ E. We will use Corollary 54, which says that ρ C (L) = k − η C (L).
(1) 0 ≤ ρ C (L) ≤ Rk(L).
This follows from the definition of ρ C (L) = dim F (C L ) and the fact that C L is a subspace of F N with Rk(L) = N.
(2) If L ⊆ L ′ then ρ C (L) ≤ ρ C (L ′ ).
Let L ⊆ L ′ and let c ∈ C(L ′ ). Then L ⊆ L ′ ⊆ supp(c) ⊥ . So c ∈ C(L). Hence C(L ′ ) ⊆ C(L) and η C (L ′ ) ≤ η C (L). Therefore, by Corollary 54, ρ C (L) ≤ ρ C (L ′ ).
Combining the above and using the modularity of dimension, we have
, by Corollary 54.
Thus we have shown that the function ρ C satisfies (1),(2),(3) of Definition 45 to conclude that (E, ρ C ) is indeed a sum-matroid.
Corollary 56. The rank of the sum-matroid M associated to the sum-rank metric code C is dim C.
Proof. We have ρ C (M) = ρ C (E) = dim(C) − η C (E) and also E ⊥ = 0, so C(E) = 0 and ρ C (M) = dim(C).
Note that, considering the dual code C ⊥ we get the rank function ρ C ⊥ and we have already defined the dual notion of a sum-matroid. In fact, the following theorem shows that both rank functions are identical, i.e. ρ * C = ρ C ⊥ .
Theorem 57. If ρ is a rank function defined on P(K n ), then ρ * is also a rank function on P(K n ). Moreover, ρ * C = ρ C ⊥ , where C ⊥ is the dual code of C.
Proof. In the first part we want to check that ρ * indeed defines a rank function. Firstly since L ⊥ ⊂ K n , then ρ(L ⊥ ) ≤ ρ(K n ), the first property follows from this. Next, Let L ⊂ L ′ . Thus L ′⊥ + L 0 = L ⊥ for some L 0 . Hence by applying the second property of the rank function ρ, we have
The second property follows easily from this. Now, we move to the third property of rank function. We have
Now, we prove the remaining part of the statement, i.e. ρ *
From [22] applying the result on the dual code C ⊥ we get,
Note that ρ C (K n ) = dim C and ρ C ⊥ (L) = dim(C ⊥ L ).
Generalized weights of sum-matroid
Recall that the generalized weights of a matroid M with nullity function η is given by d i (M) = min{|σ| : η(σ) = i} and for q-matroid, they are given by replacing |σ|, σ going through subsets of [n] by dim U, U going through the subspaces of F n q . Since our sum-matroid is a generalization of both the matroid and q-matroid, it is natural to define the generalized weights of sum-matroid following the same way. First, assume that we have a sum-matroid with rank function ρ. The nullity function is defined as η(L) = Rk(L) − ρ(L).
Definition 58 (Generalized weights of a sum-matroid). The i-th generalized weight of a sum-matroid M with rank function ρ and nullity function η is defined as d S i (M) = min{Rk(L) : L ∈ P(K n ) and η(L) = i}, for i = 1, . . . , η(K n ). Now we will prove the following lemma which is analogous to classical matroid situation. Thus the value of the RHS is greater or equal to the value of LHS. Now let d = Rk(L) for some L ∈ P(K n ) with η(L) > i. We can always find L ′ L such that η(L ′ ) = η(L) − 1 and Rk(L ′ ) = Rk(L) − 1. Hence the equality in the lemma follows.
Theorem 60. Let C be an [n, k] sum-rank metric code and M C is its corresponding sum-matroid as defined in Theorem 55. Then, for i = 1, . . . , k,
The generalized weights of a sum-rank metric code are defined as follows:
From the definition of d SR,i (C) and Lemma 59, it is clear that to prove the above theorem, it is enough to show that dim(C∩V L ) = η C ⊥ (L). By definition, η C ⊥ (L) = Rk(L) − ρ C ⊥ (L). From the last part of Theorem 57,
Hence we have the desired result.
The equivalent of the monotonicity of generalized weights of sum-rank metric codes to sum-matroids is given as follows.
Proposition 61 (Monotonicity). Let M = (K n , ρ) be a sum-matroid of rank k and d i = d SR,i (C) are the generalized weights of M for i = 1, . . . , k. Then
Proof. From Definition 58 and Lemma 59, it is obvious that d i+1 ≥ d i for i = 1, . . . , k. Let L ∈ P(K n ) with Rk(L) = d i+1 for some i ≥ 2. We want to show that there is a L ′ ⊆ L with η(L ′ ) ≥ i and Rk(L ′ ) = Rk(L) − 1. As Rk(L) ≥ 2, we can always choose
, for all i = 1, . . . , k − 1 and the monotonicity of the d i 's is proved. Now, we extend the duality of generalized weights of sum-rank metric codes to sum-matroids.
Theorem 62 (Wei-type duality). Let M = (K n , ρ) be a sum-matroid of rank k and M * = (P(K n ), ρ * ) be its dual. If we denote d i = d SR,i (M) for i = 1, . . . , n − k and d ⊥ j = d SR,j (M * ) for j = 1, . . . , k, then it holds that
where the union is disjoint. In particular, the generalized weights of a summatroid M uniquely determine those of M * .
Proof. It is sufficient to show that for a fixed r with 1 ≤ r ≤ n − k,
(2) For every s > 0, d t+s = n − d r + 1.
If we assume these to be true, (1) implies d ⊥ t < n−d r +1 and d ⊥ t+s = n−d r +1 ∀ s > 0 and for t = k+r−d r . So n−d r +1 / ∈ {d ⊥ 1 , . . . , d ⊥ k }, for all 1 ≤ r ≤ n−k. As all these d i and d ⊥ i are ≤ n, the monotonicity property implies the desired result. Now we prove (1) . Fix r such that 1 ≤ r ≤ n − k. Let L ∈ P(K n ) be such that d r = min{Rk(L ′ )|η(L ′ ) ≥ r} = Rk(L). η(L) = Rk(L) − ρ(L) = Rk(L) − ρ * (L ⊥ ) − Rk(L) + ρ * (K n ). By writing ρ * (L ⊥ ) = Rk(L ⊥ ) − η * (L ⊥ ) and after simplifying further, we get
It only remains to prove (2) . For some s > 0, assume that d ⊥ t+s = n−d r +1. Let L ∈ P(K n ) be such that d ⊥ t+s = Rk(L). By definition,
So d r ≤ Rk(L ⊥ ) = n − d ⊥ t+s = d r − 1, which is not possible. Hence our assumption that d ⊥ t+s = n − d r + 1 is not true. Hence (2) is proved. Now, we want to know what is the equivalent of MSRD codes in the sum-matroid theory. These are defined by the uniform sum-matroids.
Definition 63. Let k be an integer ≤ n. The uniform sum-matroid U k,n is defined as (K n , ρ), where ρ(L) = Rk(L) ∀ L ∈ P(K n ) with ρ(L) ≤ k, while ρ(L) = k if ρ(L) > k.
The following characterization of r-MSRD codes were given in [22] .
Theorem 64 ( [22] ). Given k and 1 ≤ r ≤ k, a k-dimensional linear code C ⊆ F n is r-MSRD if, and only if, CA ⊆ F n is r-MDS, for all A = diag(A 1 , . . . , A ℓ ) ∈ M n×n (F) such that A i ∈ GL n i (K i ) for i = 1, . . . , ℓ.
The above theorem allows us to construct uniform sum-matroids from MSRD codes as we can see in the following example.
Example 65. Let C be a [n, k] MSRD code. From the above result CA is MDS, for all A = diag(A 1 , . . . , A l ) ∈ F n×n such that A i ∈ K n i ×n i i is invertible, for i = 1, . . . , l. We show that the sum-matroid corresponding to C is a uniform sum-matroid U n−k,n and the corresponding dual sum-matroid is also a uniform sum-matroid U k,n . Let M C be the corresponding summatroid. Let H ∈ M n−k×n (F) be a parity check matrix of C. Suppose L = (L 1 , . . . , L l ) ∈ P(K n ) has rank N where dim K i (L i ) = N i for i = 1, . . . , l and N = N 1 + · · · + N l . Consider G i ∈ M N i ×n i (K i ) to be generator matrices of L i for i = 1, . . . , l. So we can extend G i to invertible matricesG i ∈ M n i ×n i (K i ) for i = 1, . . . , l. Consider A = diag(G T 1 , . . . ,G T l ) and it is clear that HA ⊆ F n generates an [n, n − k] MDS code over F from the previous theorem. From a characterization of MDS code we know that any set of n−k columns of HA is linearly independent over F. Now if Rk(L) = N ≥ n − k, then ρ C (L) = dim F (C L ) = n − k and for N < n − k, ρ C (L) = dim F (C L ) = N.
Hence M C is a uniform sum-matroid of rank n − k.
Conclusion
Though the well studied matroid theory unifies diverse areas of mathematics, its connection with coding theory, more precisely, with linear codes with Hamming metric has been established only a few years back and the same is true for rank metric codes and q-matroids. So the motivation of defining a matroid-like structure for sum-rank metric codes was already there. Unlike many cryptomorphic definitions for matroid and q-matroid, in this paper we have defined sum-matroid involving rank functions only. The rank function of sum-matroid generalizes those of matroid and q-matroid. Quite naturally, we want to know whether all the results in matroid theory will have sum-matroid analogue. We have answered this question partially. Duality, generalized weights, which are important invariants from coding theoretic point of view, have been defined more generally for sum-matroids. But there are still lot of problems and exercises regarding sum-matroids to research on. For instance, the discussion on further research directions in the concluding section of [16] is valid for sum-matroids also. In addition, geometric approach to study generalized weights of sum-rank metric codes is still open. The same for Hamming metric codes and rank metric codes has been shown in [39, 32] . In a nutshell, it would be interesting to see how far we can unwrap the structure of a sum-matroid.
